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The following result related to a question of G. Bergman and L. Small [J. 
Algebra 33 (1975), 43511621 is obtained: 
Let R be an associative algebra over a $eld F, 1 E R, char F f 2,5, such that R 
satisfies the standard polynomial identity S,, and for every maximal ideal M in R. 
R/M doesn’t satisfy all the identities of (n - 3) x (n - 3) matrices. Then R is 
Azumaya. 
We also obtain an improvement of a theorem of M. Artin and C. Procesi, we 
show: 
Let R be a ring with a unit such that R satisfies S,, and R/M doesn’t satisfy S?,, 
k < n, for every maximal ideal M in R. Then R is Azumaya of constant rank n’. 
We also show that to answer Bergman and Small’s question affirmatively for 
given n, it suffices to check the non-vanishing of a polynomial S,C on the matrix 
ring M,(F), for k > n/2. 
INTRODUCTION 
The main impetus in writing this paper is the following question due to 
G. Bergman and L. Small [3, p. 4581: 
“Let R be a ring such that R satisfies the polynomial identities of n X n 
matrices and for every maximal ideal M of R, p.i.d (R/M) > n/2, is R an 
Azumaya algebra?” Here p.i.d. (R/M) > n/2 means that R/M doesn’t satisfy 
the identities of k x k matrices for any k < n/2. 
This question, answered affirmatively, implies a generalization of the well- 
known theorem of M. Artin and C. Procesi [ 13, p. 671 where p.i.d(R/M) = n 
is assumed in the above statement, and the conclusion is that R, indeed, is 
Azumaya of rank II. One should remark that if R is semiprime, then 
Bergman and Small already solved it, affirmatively [3]. 
We propose here a substantial step in solving this question affirmatively, 
giving a positive strong answer to it in several important cases and showing 
that to answer the Bergman and Small question affirmatively for given n, it 
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suffices to check the non-vanishing of a specific polynomial STn (see 
Section 2) on the matrix ring M,(F) for k > n/2. In fact we prove a much 
stronger result where the assumptions that R satisfies the identities of n X II 
matrices are weakened considerably. We prove 
THEOREM. Let R be an associative algebra ouer a Jeld F, 1 E R, and 
satisjjting Szn. Suppose that one of the following conditions holds. 
F f 2’5’ p.i.d(R/M) > /I - 2. f  or erect* ME max spec R. n > 6 and char 
F f ii) p.i.d(R/M) > n - 1, f or ever)* ME max spec R. n > 4 and char 
Then R is Azurnaya. 
In fact, if n = 6, IZ = 4, n = 3, this theorem gives a complete answer to 
Bergman and Small’s question (char F # 2, 5). 
As a corollary we obtain the following generalization of the Artin-Procesi 
Theorem. 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, such that 
(i) R satisfies the standard identity S,,. 
(ii) .p.i.d(R/M) = n for all maximal ideals M of R. Then R is 
Azumaya of constant rank II’. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we essentially give the 
proof of the main theorem. An important independent ingredient is deferred 
to Section 2. In order to handle the finite-dimensional case of the theorem we 
need the non-vanishing of the polynomial S& on the matrix ring 
M,(F), k > w/2. This is proved in Section 2. 
0. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
All rings will be assumed to have 1. We shall use M,(C) to denote the 
ring of n x n matrices with entries in C. We shall denote by S, the standard 
identity in m indeterminates S,,,(x, ,..., x,,,} = COEI,(sg a) x,, ,, . . . x,,,,, , 
where C, denotes the symmetric group of permutations on m letters. 
If f is a non-commutative polynomial in x, ,..., x, which is linear in s, and 
x2, we define f * to be the sum of all terms off in which x, occurs to the left 
of x2. 
We shall use max spec R to denote the set of all maximal ideals in the ring 
R. 
If P is a prime ideal in R, p.i.d(R/P) denotes the minimal size of matrix 
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ring into which R/P can be embedded. N(R) = the nil radical of R = nP. 
where the intersection runs over all prime ideals of R. Z(R) will denote the 
center of R. 
We also use k.d(R) = the Krull dimension of R and by this we mean the 
longest proper chain of prime ideals. We mention a result which is almost 
folklore in p.i. theory. namely. 
LEMMA 0.1. Let R be an associatiL?e ring, f (x, ,.... x,,,] be a multilinear 
polynomial on m non-commuting variables. Let E = {r E R I3y, . . . . . J*,,! E R, 
f (Y, 9”.> .v,~) = r) and let f(R,..., R) = the additive group generated b! E. 
Then f (R..... R) is a Lie ideal. 
Proof A standard application of the identity [s, ~‘2 \ = J~Ix, z ] + Is, ~3 1 2. 
COROLLARY 0.2. f (R . . . . . R) R is a two-sided ideal in R. 
We already used the notation [x,J*] = XJ -Y-Y, [x,11, z] = [ [xq’] z] and so 
on. 
1. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We assume first that R = A (x , . . . . . sk}, n G Z(R), such that R satisfies the 
standard identity S-,, and for every maximal ideal P in R, p.i.d(R/P) > n/2. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be as abotje. Then 
(i) R/N(R) is Azumaya. 
(ii) N(R)‘= (O} for some t. 
Proof. (i) follows from [3, Proposition 8.5 1. Consequently, by the 
Artin-Tate Lemma, R/N(R) is a finite module over its center nlii,..... E,l. 
Following the argument of [ 12. p. 127 ] we show that N(R) is a finitely 
generated two-sided ideal and by a result of Latyshev [ 10 I ’ this implies that 
N(R) is nilpotent. 
Indeed, R/N(R) = Z(R/N) C, + ... + Z(R/N) U/, iiizii = r Piih iih, where 
pijk E Z(R/N), i,j. h = l,..., I. Also Yi = C pijzZj. i = l,..., k. j = l,..., 1. Let I 
be the two-sided idea1 in R generated by ( uiuj - x Pijkuh, xi - C )lijuj, 
[/Iii,,, xS]. [yij, ~~1, [ui, xS] }, i, j, h = l,..., 1, s = l,..., k. Then, I c N(R), I is a 
finitely generated two-sided ideal, and R’= R/I is a finite module over the 
central noetherian subring A [B,,, Jij, Gil, i, j, h = I,..., 1. Consequently, R’ is 
noetherian and N(R)/f is a finitely generated two-sided ideal, thus N(R) is a 
finitely generated two-sided ideal. 
’ The argument in [ IO. Proposition 12 ( is clearly “characteristic free.” 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let R = A{x , ,..., q,} ba a ring where A is a central 
noetherian subring. Suppose that R satisfies S,, and p.i.d(R/M) > n/2 for 
euery M in max spec R. Then, there exists 1 such that for all A, . . . . . 1, E R. 
with xi E Z(R/N), i = l,.... I, Lye have [R, A, . . . . A,] = (0 1. 
Proof We shall show that 
[N’. 2, ,.... A>+, 1 G N” ’ (i > 0; xi E Z(R/N)). (1) 
The desired result, with I= (2n - 1) r + 1. will then follow from 
Lemma 1.1 (ii). We note that (1) is a statement about N’/N’ ’ ’ as a bimodule 
over the ring R/N (not necessarily centralizing Z(R/N)). In fact, we shall do 
the key argument in a general bimodule context: 
Let S be any ring, and B an S-bimodule. Let Z denote the center of S. 
(The elements of Z need not commute with elements of B. However, in a 
product of elements of S with an element b E B. a factor in Z can be moved 
up to b: 
a, ... @ai) ... a,ba,+, . . . a,.,, =a, . . . (Ab) . . . a,,, 
(ai E S. A E Z, b E B).) 
a, ... a,ba,+, ... (Aai)... a,+s=a, ... (bA) ... a,.,, 
(2) 
Suppose now that f( 1: x, , x2 ,... ) is a multilinear polynomial “satisfied in 
B” in the sense that it gives 0 whenever an element b E B is substituted for ~7, 
and elements a,, al . . . . . E S for the X’S, and the result evaluated in B. Let i be 
any fixed index, and let us writef=f+ +f- , where f, is the sum of all terms 
off in which xi occurs to the left of ~3, and f- the sum of all terms in which 
xi occurs to the right of ~1. Then for any 1 E Z, (2) gives: 
0 =f(b, a ,...., (lai) . . ...) 
=f+(,lb, a ,,....) +f-(62. a,, . . . . ). 
But we also have 
0 =f(bA, a, ,...,) 
=f+(bl. a,. . ...) +f_(bA. a ,,..., ). 
Subtracting. we get 
0 =f+(bA, a , . . ...) -f+ (Ab. a ,,...,I =f+([b. Al, a,, . . . . 1. (3) 
In the same way. we see that 0 =f_( [b, n], a, ,.... ). 
We can now repeat this argument with the new identity f’+ , and another 
distinguished index j, keeping either the part off+ in which ,yj occurs to the 
left of J, or the part where it occurs to the right. After repeated iteration, we 
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get the following result: Iff=f(y, x , ,..., s,+,), and g denotes the sum of all 
terms off in which x, ,..., x, occur to the left of 4’. and x,+ , ,..., ?I, +c to the 
right of y, then 
O=g([B. Z’r+s’], s ,.... S). (4) 
Now suppose that f = Sz,(.r. X, ,..., X+ ,). and we take r = n - 1, s = IL 
Then (4) becomes 
0 = s,-,(S ,...1 S)[B, z’*“-“1 S,(S ,.... S). (5) 
Note also that B[SBS, Z’2”m’b] = SIB, Z(2n-“] S. since Z = Z(S). Hence 
we can write an “S” on each side of [B, Z’*“-” 1 in (5). and we can also 
multiply (5) by S on the right and the left and get 
0 = SSnm,(S ,.... S) S[B, z’*“-“1 SS,(S ,..., S). (6) 
Now suppose further that the ring S has no homomorphic images 
satisfying the identities S, or S,_,. Then 1 E S S,_,(S ,..., S) S and 
1 E s S,(S,..., S) S and combining it with (6) one gets that 
[B, p-“I = 0. (7) 
We now return to the situation of Theorem 1.2. Taking S = R/N, 
B=Ni/Nik’. we see that the hypotheses of the above discussion are 
satisfied, and that (7) translates to (1), completing the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose R is a ring (with 1 E R ), and n a positire 
integer, such that R satisfies Sz,, and for all maximal ideals ME R, 
p.i.d(R/M) > n/2. Then 
(i) Etlery central idempotent of R/N lifts (uniquelyj to a central idem- 
potent of R. 
(ii) R can be written as a finite (ideal) direct sum R = A, @ . ‘. @ A,, 
such that for each i, A,/N(Ai) is an Azumaya algebra of rank nf (n, > n/2j. 
Proof We assume first that R =A(x,,..., xk). Let e, E Z(R/N) and 
ei = e,. Then, there exists an e E R, ez = e satisfying (t?)? = F= e,. Now, by 
Theorem 1.2 there exists 1 such that 0 = [R, e”)j = [R,ej, where the last 
equality holds since [x, e, e, e] = [x, e] is valid for each x E R and any idem- 
potent e. For a general R one easily finds a subring S c R, S = A(x, ,..., xkj 
satisfying the condition of the theorem (e.g.. by using the fact that R/N is 
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Azumaya [3, Proposition 8.51 and then [ 11, Lemma 12.11). Then, if x E R is 
arbitrary, we look at S’ = S{x, e}, and the previous argument applied to S’ 
shows that [e, x] = 0. So e E Z(R). If e, is another idempotent with 6, = e,. 
then e,(l -e)EN and is a central idempotent. Consequently, 
0 = e,( 1 - e) = e, - e, e = e, - ee, ) e, = ee, , and e = ee,. This establishes 
(i). Now, (ii) follows readily by recalling that R/N is Azumaya [3, 
Proposition 8.51 and therefore R/N = f?, @ -.. @ E,,. where Ri is an 
Azumaya algebras of rank nf and unit elements pi, ef = pi, i = I,..., h. We 
finish by lifting pj to ej E R, ef = e, and we get by (i) that 
R = e, Re, @ ..a &I e,Re,. e,Re,/e;N(R) ei = Ri, i= l,.... h. So. take 
Ai E e,Re,, i = I ,..., h. 
Remark 1.4. (i) The previous theorem reduces one to considering rings 
R such that R/N(R) is Azumaya of constant rank. 
(ii) Suppose in addition that char R =p > 0 and IE Z(R/N), then 
since [I*. x”“] = [J’, x”] for every x, .I’ E R one gets that Ap’ E Z(R) for some 
f: (See Theorem 1.2.) 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field 
F( 1 E R) such that 
(i) R satisfies the standard identity S,,,. 
.(ii) Sf” doesn’t vanish on R/N(R), 
(iii) N(R) is the unique maximal (and minimal prime) ideal in R. and 
Z(R/N) = F. 
Then, R is Azumaya of constant rank k’ (k = p.i.d(R/N)). 
Proof: We may assume that F c R. By Wedderburn principal theorem 
[S, p. 386) we have that R = A 0 N (a vector space direct sum), where A is 
a simple F algebra, R/N z A. Let e E A be its unit element. then 1 - e E N 
hence 1 = e and therefore F = F o e c A. Further, since A z R/N and 
Z(R/N) = F we get that Z(A) = F, that is, Z(A) G Z(R). Thus R is a A/Z(A) 
two-sided module and consequently R = R.’ @z,,d, A [6. Corollary 3.61, here 
R” = {n E R ) na = an for a E A}. We shall prove that R” is commutative. 
Indeed, let a, . . . . . a,, EA and n,,n,ER.‘. then 
+ nznl 1 (sg 0) a,,,, ... ao(2njr 
oer, 
where r, U TZ = C, the symmetric group of permutations on n letters, and in 
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the first summation f,, a, occurs to the left of aI, and in the second 
summation Tz. a: occurs to the left of a,. Clearly. r, n Tr = 0. Hence 
O=(rz,rl-n,n,) \’ (Sgu)a,,,,~..a,,z,l, 
eel‘, 
+ n,n,S>,,{a, . . . . 3 az,,} 
= [n,, nJ S& {a 1”“. a?,}# 
Consequently by (ii) and 0.2. [n,, nz] A = (01, that is, [II,. n?] = 0. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field F 
(1 E R) such that 
(1) R satisfies the standard identity Szn. 
(2) The ideal generated by the evaluations of SE, is R. Then R is 
Azumaya. 
ProoJ Condition (2) easily implies that p.i.d (R/M) > n/2. for all 
ME max spec R. So, by Remark 1.4(i) we may assume that R/N(R) is an 
Azumaya algebra of constant rank k’ (k > n/2). In order to prove that R is 
Azumaya we apply M. Artin’s theorem, that is. we will show that the iden- 
tities of k x k matrices vanish on R. Let us tensor R with i? the algebraic 
closure of F. then R OFF satisfies the same assumptions as R does and 
RcR@,E Thus. we may assume that F=i? N(R)=M,n...nM,,. 
Mi E max spec R, i = l,..., h.Thenby 1.3(i),R=A,@e..@A,,N(A,)isthe 
unique maximal ideal of Ai, p.i.d(Ai/iV(Ai)) = k and since F is algebraically 
closed Z(Ai/N(Ai)) = F. We now conclude by applying Proposition 1.5. 
We shall now prove one of our main results (under the temporary 
restriction char F = p > 0). 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let R be an F-algebra, char F =p > 0 irshere F is a 
field. 1 E R and satisbing S?n. Suppose that one of the following holds. 
(i) p.i.d(R/M) > II - 2, f or all ME max spec R. n > 6 and char 
F # 2, 5. 
(ii) p.i.d(R/M) > n - 1. for all M E max spec R, n > 4. char F # 2. 
(iii) p.i.d(R/M) = n for every ME max spec R. 
Then R is an Azumaya algebra (of constant rank II’ in case (iii)). 
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ProoJ In (2.2), (2.6), (2.7) below, we shall prove that each of the 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) implies that S,* generates the unit ideal in R. 
Supose first that R = Fix, ,..., x,,} and satisfies the restrictions in cases (i). 
(ii). By Corollary 1.4(i) we may assume that R/N(R) has constant rank k’. 
and therefore for every M E max spec R, p.i.d(R/M) = k. We shall show that 
R satisfies the identities of k x k matrices and then apply M. Artin’s 
theorem. By Corollary 1.4(ii) if 1 E R with IE Z(R/N) then ,Ip’ E Z(R). Let 
Z(R/N) = F[& ,..., Is] then R is finite over the central affine subring 
F(ly-{.... ,I:‘] = ,4. Indeed, R/N is integral over its center F[I,,..., lx] and 
therefore over F[xy,..., I?], so R is integral over the central subring 
A = F[q!.... /If], and the finiteness follows by [ 13, Theorem 4.281. Conse- 
quently. by [ 1. Corollary 2. p. 158]. n (m’R /m E max spec A } = (O} for 
some e. Now, R being finite over A implies that k.d.(R/m”R) = 0 for 
mEmaxspecA and by [14] ( see also [4, Lemma 1.11) R/m’R is finite 
dimensional over F, for m E max spec A. Now, Theorem 1.6 implies that 
R/meR is Azumaya and since p.i.d(l6j) = k for all A? E max spec R/m’R. 
R/&R has constant rank k’ and consequently satisfies the identities of k x k 
matrices. Thus, by 0 (meR ) m E max spec A } = {O}, R satisfies the identities 
of k x k matrices and therefore is Azumaya of rank k’. 
In order to prove the proposition for general R we reduce as before to the 
case where R/N(R) has constant rank k’. Now in order to check that R is 
Azumaya one needs to check that R merely satisfies the identities of k x k 
matrices and then apply the Artin-Procesi theorem. 
Say g is an identity of Mk(Z) which does not vanish on R. it is easy to 
find a finitely generated subalgebra S of R. so that g does not vanish on S, 
and S satisfies in addition the assumption of the Proposition. Thus. the 
previous argument will give us the desired contradiction. 
Remark. The proof of the theorem in the case char F = 0 requires some 
extra non-trivial argument. The difftculty lies in the fact that we can’t use the 
Eisenbud-Hochster theorem, and we are forced to use a different method. 
One should be warned that the simplistic approach that the “compactness 
theorem” of Model Theory should imply the truth of Proposition 1.7 in the 
char F = 0 case doesn’t seem to work. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let R be as in Theorem 1.2, Z(R/N) = A [(xr ,..., CI,.]. Then, 
(i) A =/i[a,,..., u, ] is a left and right noetherian ring, 
(ii) R is a finite left and right noetherian A module. 
Proof: Let L = the Lie ring over n generated by a,,..., arr then by 
Theorem 1.2 L is a finite /i-module. Let U(L) be its enveloping algebra, then 
U(L) is a left and right noetherian ring [S, Chapter 51. Now, A is a 
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homomorphic image of U(L) and consequently left and right noetherian. To 
prove (ii) we observe that R/N is finite over A= Z(R/N), and therefore a 
finite A module. 
We show now that N’/N’+ ’ is a finite A Or A0 module for i = l,..., t - 1. 
A standard argument will then show that N is a finite A @?A0 module. 
Indeed, N is a finitely generated two-sided ideal (Lemma 1.1) and conse- 
quently N’/N” ’ is a finite left R/NO? (R/-N)’ module for i = l,.... t - I, 
implying that N’/N” ’ is a finite left A 0; (A)’ module, that is, a finite left 
A @? A0 module for i = l,..., t - 1. Consequently, N = XL;=, AgiA. We claim 
that the set ( gil i = l,..., bv 1 U { [ gi, ai ,,..., aj,]\ i = l,..., bv. 1 < s < I - 1 } (I as 
in Theorem 1.2) forms a finite set of generators for N as a left and right A 
module. Indeed, we shall show by induction on m that 
If m = 1 the equality ak,gh = -[g,, ak,] f g,ak, Will do. Suppose the validity 
of the statement for m - 1, then 
ak, ... ak,gh = ak,(ak, “’ a,,,) gh E s O1k,[ gj ,  aj,l-v uj,l A 
+x ak, giA 
E \‘ - [ gi. aj,,..., Qj,, ak,] A 
+x [gl, aj,,..., ajr] a,,A 
which gives the required result since ak, E A and [R? A”‘] = (O}. The 
argument for finite generation of N as a left A module is the same. Finally. 
since R/N is finitely generated as left and right A module, we deduce that R 
is a finitely generated left and right A module. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let R, A be as in Lemma 1.8 and m E max spec A. Let 
S = Aim. Then 
(i) S is a left and right multiplicative OrP set. 
(ii) Given s E A, a E R with sa = 0 (as = 0, respectitlely), then, 
as’ = 0 (s’ . a = 0, respectiuelv) for some 1. 
Proof. Let s E A, b E R, then by Theorem 1.2 [b. s”‘] = 0. 
Consequently, x:f=, (-l)i(f) sibs” = 0 and bs’ = s(--E~=~ (-1)’ (i) 
s”bs’-‘), which proves the right Ore condition (the left Ore condition is 
obtained similarly). To prove (ii) we take a = b in the last equality. 
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COROLLARY 1.10. Let A, R, S be as in Lemma 1.9. Then 
(1) IE {xER/%ES,sx=O}= (xER13sES,xs=O} is a two- 
sided ideal in R. 
(2) Let I?- R/I. Then, s consists of regular elements in E, and 
satisJies the left and right Ore’ condition. 
(3) (R)s is a left and right noetherian ring. 
ProoJ (1) is easily obtained by Lemma 1.9(ii). (2) is a direct conse- 
quence of Lemma 1.9(i). Now E being left and right noetherian implies that 
the classical localization ET is left and right noetherian (e.g., as in Lem- 
ma 1.8(ii) one can prove that RF is a finite left and right module over Al,). 
PROPOSITION 1.11. We retain the deJXtions and notations of 
Lemma 1.9 and Corolla~~~ 1.10. 
P_roof. -We first show that E,s is a p.i. ring. We have I? c EG, N(x) = 
N(R,) f7 R, by Corollary 1.10(2). Now, S consists of regular elemens and 
due to Lemma 1.9(ii), we have that N(K,s) =N(R),. Also, N(g) 2 
N(R) + Z/Z and therefore @N(R), being a homomorphic image of the 
A_zumaya algebra R_IN(R). is a p.& ring. Moreover, &/N(E) E R,/N(K5) = 
R,lWk z V’W(R))F, where S is the homomorphic image of S in 
R/N(R). Now, S is central in E/N(R), since A + N(R)/N(R) = Z(R/N(R)). 
Thus, (@N(R))? is a central extension of E/N(R) and consequently a p.i. 
ring. Now, by Corollary 1.10(3) I?% is a left and right noetherian. Therefore. 
N(R,) is nilpotent and combining with the fact that R,JN(R,) satisfies 
a p.i., we conclude that E,s is a p.i. ring. 
We next show that ztir?i,j?,s G Jac(i?,s), where Jac(B) denotes the 
Jacobson radical of B. It is obvious that the set of prime ideals in i?,s is in 
1 - 1 correspondence with the set of prime ideals in z,s/N(R,) z (R/N(R)),. 
Now by [3. Proposition 8.51, R/N(R) is Azymaya and Z(R/N(R)) = 
A + N(R)/N(R). Consequently, its homomorphic image, E/N(x), is 
Azumaya and Z(@N(R)) = 2 + N(R)/N(E). Therefore, the unique maximal 
ideal of (z/N(E))? is (mR + N(R)/N(R)),. Consequently, the unique 
maximal ideal of R, is E,sr?i,R, + N(I?%) = Jac(R,) where the last equality 
holds, since in a p.i. ring each primitive ideal is maximal. 
Finally, we apply Jategaonbar’s theorem [ 13, Theorem 5.2.26 ] to conclude 
that ni (~,srii,~,s)i = (O}. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.12. Suppose that R satisfies S,, and S& generates the unit 
ideal in R. Assume further that N’ = CO} and R/N’-’ is AzumaJja. Then, 
N=aR, where a=NnZ(R). 
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Proof: Since S,*, generates the unit ideal, it is easily checked that for 
all ME max spec R, p.i.d(R/M) > n/2. Let z = (x E R I.7 E Z(R/N)} then 
by Theorem 1.2 there exists 1 such that [R. ~“‘1 = (O}. Let 
I‘= {xER]YEZ(R/Nrm'j) then r~rr and so [R.r"')= {O}. Let 
[N, rci’] E Ni (i > 0). (H ere N, E N.) Thus for i > 0. Ni 5 [R, r] s N’~ ‘. We 
prove now by induction on i that RN, c Ni. The case i = 0 is clear. 
Assuming i > 1. and the result is true for i - 1. we have 
RN,=R[N,P] E [R,T][N,I-+"] + [R[N,I-+"]J-~ 
Since 
[sy. z] = [x, z] ?’ + x[ J’. z] for all X, I’, z E R. 
so 
RN&N’-‘. Nf [RNim~,.l-]= [N,m,,l-)=N,. 
since N’ = {O} and RN,-, C_ Nip,. In a similar fashion N,R c Ni. We next 
prove by descending induction that Ni = (0). i = l..... I - 1. Suppose 
Ni+, = (O}, then [N,,r] = Ni+, = (O}. By the previous result Ni is an R 
bimodule and consequently Ni is a bimodule over the Azumaya algebra 
R/N’-’ which commutes elementwise with Z(R/N'-') = i? Thus, by [6. 
p. 54], 
Ni = Nf!\“-’ F RJN’-’ = Nap”-’ . R, 
where 
N?” -’ = (n E Ni j n.iT = 3. for all X E R/N’~ ’ } 
=(nEN,]nx=.un,forallxER}=N,nZ(R)~6. 
so 
Ni = \’ 6, R. b, E 6. (1) 
Now, by the argument in Theorem 1.2 formula (3) we have that 
S,“,([Nim ,. I-1, R ,..., R) = 0, so 
0 = S;,,(b, R,.... R) 
= 6, S2*,(R..... R) for all 6, E b. 
and therefore Ni 3 bR = {O}. Consequently5 [N, r] = N, = (0). 
Finally, since (1) is valid for all i provided Ni + , = {O), then N = aR. 
where a E N n Z(R), and the proof is complete. 
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We next prove one of our main results. 
THEOREM 1.13. Let R be a ring (with I), such that 
(i) R satisfies S2,,, 
(ii) S& generates the unit ideal R. 
Then. R is Azumaya. 
ProojI Suppose first that R = F(x , ,..., x,.}, where F is either a field or 
Z . 1. Now (ii) implies that p.i.d(R/M) > n/2 for every M E max spec R, and 
by Remark 1.4(i) we may assume that R/N(R) is an Azumaya algebra of 
constant rank k’, k > n/2. We shall show that R/M” is an Azumaya algebra 
(of constant rank k’) for every ME max spec R and every V. We have that 
p.i.d(R/M) = k. 
If F is a field, then R = R/M” is a finite-dimensional F algebra [ 14: 4, 
Lemma 1.11 and we apply Theorem 1.6. So suppose F = 5 . 1. Since 
&? = M/M“ is maximal in R we have that fin 1 . i is a prime ideal in ,7 . 1. 
If k n r . i = ( y), where y is a prime integer, then R/i@ is a finite module 
over Z . i/(y) = Z,-the prime field of y elements. An easy induction on 
W@+ ‘7 and the fact that I? is Artinian [ 12, Theorem 5.4, p. 1221, implies 
that R’ is finite over .? . 1. Consequently since R is Artinian so is L . 7. and 
since 11~ = 0 we have that (y) is the unique prime ideal of I . 17 We prove by 
induction on v that R is Azumaya of constant rank k’. Suppose that R/M“-’ 
is Azumaya, so by Proposition 1.12 iI? = pK, where p = @n Z(R). Thus, 
Z(R/n;i), Z(R’)/p contain Z . i/()7) = 2, and are finite fields, implying that 
Z(R/&) and hence R/n? is separable over Z(@/p. Hence by the result of 
Endo-Watanabe [6, Theorem 7.1. p. 721 R’ is separable over Z(R) as 
required. 
Say I@~Z . i= {a}. Then, since R/II? is simple Artinian, given 
0 f z E _” . 7. we have z is central and regular in R/g. Consequently, there 
exists 2’ E R with z . z’ - I E G. Now A? being nilpotent implies that z has 
a (central) inverse in R. Hence R’ is a finitely generated algebra over ;Q and 
is therefore finite dimensional over IQ [4, Lemma 1.11. We apply (again) 
Theorem 1.6. To sum up, given ME max spec R, then R/M“ is an Azumaya 
algebra of constant rank k2 for every V. 
Let A be as in Lemma 1.8 and m E max spec A. Then by Proposition 1.11 
we have that ni (R,rii,R,)‘= (o}, and consequently ni (Stir)‘= {o} 
(where R= R/Z and I= (x E R) 3s E A\m, sx = 0) as in Corollary 1.10). 
Now R/N(R) is Azumaya with center A + N(R)/N(R) and therefore 
m + N(R)/N(R) . R/N(R) E max spec)(R/N(R)). 
Consequently, ME mR + N(R) = Rm + N(R) is in max spec R. Recall that 
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N(R)’ = (O}. Let v > t. then one easily checks that M“ = (mR + N)” E 
(RmR)“-‘. Let V,(R) be the ideal in R, generated by the evaluations in R of 
all the polynomial identies of M&Z)). Then. since R/M” is Azumaya of 
constant rank k’, we have that V,(R) G M“ E (RmR)“-’ for every r > t. So 
V,(R) = V,(R) c n,.\, (RrTiR)” -’ = (01. that is. V,(R) c 1. Now I’,(R) = 
x:f_, g,R since R is left noetherian. so for every m E max spec A. there exists 
sCA\m with s. V,(R)= (01. Let I.= (J~EAI.~V,(R)= (O}t. Then L is a 
two-sided ideal and by the previous result, L & m for every m E max spec A. 
Consequently L = A and V,(R) = (0). showing by the Artin-Procesi 
theorem that R is an Azumaya algebra of constant rank k’. 
Finally. to settle the general case, we may assume (1.4(i)) that R/N(R) is 
an Azumaya algebra of constant rank k’. If R is not Azumaya. then by the 
Artin-Procesi theorem it must fail to satisfy the identities of Mk(Z); suppose 
f is such an identity and f(s, . . . . . .Y,~) # 0 for some s, . . . . . .Y~ E R. We can 
easily find x ,, + , ,.... X, E R so that S = F(s , ,.... s,} satisfies the conditions of 
theorem. where F is either a field or I . 1. The argument above will imply 
the desired contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY l.l4(A GENERALIZED AR-UN-PROCESI THEOREM). Let R 
be a ring, 1 E R. such that 
(i) R satisfies Szn, 
(ii) p.i.d(R/M) = n for all ME max spec R. 
Then. R is Azumaya of constant rank n’. 
Proof: The result readily follows, since (ii) in the present Corollary 
implies via (2.2) that SF,, generates the unit ideal in R. Hence by 
Theorem 1.13, R is Azumaya, and is necessarily of rank n’. 
The next Corollary establishes the validity of Proposition 1.7 for algebras 
over any field F. 
THEOREM 1.15. Let R be an F-algebra, 1 E R. and satisfEng S?,,. 
Suppose that one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) p.i.d(R/M) > n - 2 for all M E max spec R. n > 6. char F z 2. 5. 
(ii) p.i.d(R/M) > n - 1 for all M E max spec R, n > 4. char F # 2. 
Then R is Azumaya. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of Theorem 1.13 and 
the results in (2.6), (2.7) and is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 1.16. Let R be an F-algebra. satisfying all the identities of 
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n x n matrices and p.i.d(R/M) > n/2 for all A4 E max spec R. Then the 
Bergman-Small conjecture is true in the following cases: 
(i) n = 3, char F # 2. 5. 
(ii) rr=4,charF#2. 
(iii) n = 6, char F # 2. 5. 
ProoJ The cases (ii), (iii) are a direct consequence of Theorem 1.15. 
Now, if n = 3. R satisfies all identities of 3 x 3 matrices and therefore 
M>(R) E R of: M?(F) satisfies all identities of 6 x 6 matrices. 
Indeed. R is a homomorphic image of a generic ring of 3 x 3 matrices G 
and therefore M,(R) is a homomorphic image of M2(G) which satisfies the 
identities of 6 x 6 matrices. Now, since each P E max spec M,(R) has the 
form M:(H) with HE max spec R. p.i.d(M,(R)/P) > 4 and by (iii) M,(R) is 
Azumaya. This easily implies that R is Azumaya. (I would like to thank the 
referee for pointing out to me this argument). 
Conjecture I.17 (3. p. 461). We conjecture that Corollary 1.14 is true 
with (ii) replaced by p.i.d(R/M) > n/2 for every ME max spec R and II > 3. 
(The conjecture is false for n = 3. as further calculations revealed.) 
Finally, in relation to the Bergman and Small conjecture, one might try to 
use a different identity of n x n matrices and construct a new polynomial 
analogous to S& and work with it to get easier computations. 
2. THE NON-VANISHING OF Sf" 
Let S,(x, ,..., x,,,} be the symmetric identity, S, = COET, (sg a) x,, ,),.... 
X U(m,, C, is the permutation group on m letters. We recall the definition of 
s,*: 2 = IL, bg a> x,(I)Y-. -y,(m) and r, c Z,,, such that if u E I- then in 
-% II 7-a.q Xdrnl1 Xl occurs to the left of x:, and if ~7 E C,\T, then in 
X o( I) )..*’ X o(m,, x2 occurs to the left of x,. In analogy to S, one has the 
Laplace expansion, 
Likewise, 
s,* {.U,,X,,.u, )..., x,} = r *sy , (f,. fz, x, ,..., zi )..., xm} xi 
if I.2 
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The major conjecture of this section is that S&(2,, Xz, x3 ,..., xZn} does not 
vanish on M,(F), the m x m matrix ring over the field F for m > n/2 
(n > 3). One easily has the following: 
Sz*, does not vanish on M,(F). (2.2) 
Indeed, it is proved by [ 11 that any polynomial identity of M,(F) of degree 
2n must be a multiple of S,, and clearly S,*, is not. 
Next we will show that if n = 4, m = 3, S,* does not vanish on M,(F) 
provided that char F # 2. We use the following substitution. * * * 
( I * * . * * :i: 
where x, = ez3. ?c2 = e3,. We have therefore 
We try to compute the coefficient of the element e:, in this polynomial. 
Using (2.1) and the fact that S, vanishes on M3(F) we may restrict attention 
to 
So the only contribution to ezz will come from ez,ST {ez.l....q ejjl. Now 
expand ST further by (2.1) from the right. The only contribution to e,? 
will come from e,,S~(P,,,e,,,e,,.e,3,e3,,e,3}e,z and e,,St(Fz3,F3,, 
el12 e121e139 33 e \ e3?. We check first e2,Sc(F23, e^,?,..., ez31 e,?. The possible 
chains to get the element ezz are: 
‘1 e31 --1 
7 e3,-. 
(the (?) represents the fact that we cannot continue). In the upper possibility 
we must permit all the possible permutations of e,, and e33. We now 
compare the relative change of sign caused by the permutations of e, , , e,, . 
Fixing e33 first the two choices with e,, permutations are 
I: e,,-e,, -e,3-e32-e2,-e33-e3,-ee,2 
II: e,,-ee,~-e3~~ee,~-e3~-e3,-ee,,~ee,~. 
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Each of these terms has a coefficient sgI, sgI1 but their relative sign 
relsg(1, II) = sg(765432) = - caused by transferring e,, to the seventh spot, 
consequently their contributions to elz cancel each other. Now the other 
fixed places for e)3 are 
III: e~l-ee,,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,Z-ee,,-ee,,-~e,: 
IV: e~l-ee,,-ee,,--e,z--e,~--e,,--e,,-~e,~ 
and as above relsg(II1, IV) = sg(765432) = - (which is caused by permuting 
e,, to the seventh spot). Thus again their contributions cancel each other. 
This argument shows that no contributions are obtained from the term 
*ezlS~(ezZ,~,,,e,,,e,,,e,,.e,,Je,,. We check now the contributions due 
toeZIS~(~~3~~~,~e,,,e,z,e,,.e,,~ej,. The possible diagrams with e,, in the 
first spot and e,: in the last spot are as follows: 
.I-? -y I
II II 
ez,-e,,-ee,3-ee,,-ee,z-ee2.1-e~3-e,z 
‘\ / 
e12--ez3--e,l -e13-ee,, 
and all the possible permutations on e,, , e,,. The upper row does not 
contribute since ?c? is to the left of s, . Thus we are left with 
I: ezl-ee,,-ee,z--e23-e,,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,, 
and all possible permutations on e, , , e?3. 
II: e,l-ee,,-ee,z-ee?3-e3.1-ezI-e,~-e,, 
III: ez,-e,,-eezJ--ee,, -e,,--e,,--e,,--e,2 
IV: ezI-e,2-ee23-e,,-ee,l--e,l--e,,--e,z. 
Then relsg(II1, IV) = sg(4567) = - (caused by switching e,, to the fourth 
spot). So their contributions cancel. Now relsg(1, II) = sg(567) = + . Thus 
their contributions SgI and sgI1 add and the contribution to ez, from 
e?, Sz (F,, , F3, ,..., eJ3 } e,, is f2ezz. Hence we have 
S,* # 0 on M3(F) provided char F # 2. (2.3) 
We now have an important Corollary. 
S,*, # 0 on M,- ,(F) provided n > 4 and char F # 2. (2.4 ) 
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We check the contributions of err,, in the substitution 
~~,~~23.~3,.e,,.e,2.e,3~e,,.e32.~,,.e,2.e2,.e,,.e,, . . . . . e ,,,, t ,.e,,- ,,,, 1. 
Expanding via (3.1) and (1.3) the only contributions to en,, are from the term 
*en,n-,S~~~2~~23r~3,re,,,...,e33.e42.e24~....e,,~ ,.,, -.2.e,,-2.,,-,}e,,m- ,.,,. and 
continuing the process we end up with 
e n.n- len-l,n-2 ... e,4e42~~~~23.~3,.e,,.e,2~e,3.e2,.e32,e3,~ 
x ez4eJ5 -.. e,r-2.rr-Ie,l-I.,l = *Zen,,. 
(2.5) Remarks. (i) We have not been able to find a substitution which 
avoids the restriction char F f 2. 
(ii) Further computation reveals that Sz = 0 on M:(F). 
(iii) In view of Theorem 1.9 (2.3) gives a complete answer to 
Bergman-Small’s conjecture in the case n = 4 since then n/2 = 2. 
We shall now show that ST: does not vanish on M,(F) provided char 
F # 2. 5. The substitution which we use is 
* & :i: * 
* * 
i i 
:,: * ?~,=e~~,?c~=e,,. 
+ * * :/: 
We shall show that the coefficient of ezz is different from zero. Expanding 
S,*,{e;,, F,4, e,,, e,,,e,,, ezl, e3,, e34, e,,, e,,, e,,,e,,} via (3.1), the only 
contribution will come from the terms eZ,Sr,, e24ST,. Now eZ4 = ,‘I, so in 
e,,ST, one gets that S,* = S, , which vanishes on M,(F). 
So, we may restrict attention to e2, SF,. Expanding further from the right 
one gets that e,, SF, = fez, SQ2,2 f e,, S1*oe42. 
We next restrict attention to ez, STOe,,. Expanding via (3.1) and recalling 
that eZ4 = x,, we get ez,S&e4, = f e21SZe14e42 f e21Sfe44e42 & 
e21W34e42. We have that e2, S,* e,,eaz = e,, S,e,,e,? = 0; the first 
equality holds since e,, = ? x and the second holds since S, vanishes 
on M,(F). Expanding e2, St edJeJZ, one gets via the same reasoning 
that e 21 9 44 42 = f e21 8 34 44 42’ S*e e S*e e e Consequently, e2, Sqoej2 = 
--e21S$e34344342 f e21S%e34e42. We shall list, now, the possible diagrams 
which may contribute to the coefficient of ezz in eL, Sce,,e,,e,z. 
e21S,*e34e42. 
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I: e2,-e,,-ee,3-e3,-ee,,--2~-e,,-el,-~~3-e3~ -4, -e,, 
II: 
,j’ 
e,,-e,,-e,,--e,,~ 
\ 
III: e,, -e13-ee,, -ei4--e,3--e,, -cd4 -e,, 
‘1 \ 
IV: 5, --e,,--e,,--e,,--e,, -e,,--e,, 
and all possible permutations on e, , and e,,. 
We look now at the possible variations in I. They are. 
I,: e2,-e,,-e,3-e3,-e,2-e2~-e~l-el~-e~3 -e3,--ed4--e,2 
I * 2’ e2,-ell--e13 -e31-e,2-e,4--e,l -e,,--e,4--e,3--34 --ea2 
13: ez,--eil--e13--e31--e12 -e2,--e,,--e,l--14 -eJ3-e34--e,2 
I,: e21--e13--e3,--ell--e12 -e2J--e,,--e,,--e,3--3,--e,~ -eJ2 
I,: e21-e13--e31--ell--e12 -e2,-ee,,--e,,--e,,--e,3--3, -eJ2 
I,: e,l--e13--e31--ell--e12 -e24-ee,,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,3-e3,-ee,2 
1 ’ 7’ e2,-e13--31--e,2-e24 -e4,--l,--e,4--e,3 -e3,--e,4--e,2 
I,: e2,-e13--e31--e12-e23 -e4,-e,,--e,4--e,4 -e,?--e,, -k 
I,: e2,-e,3-e31-e12-e21-eJ1-eJI -el,--e,4--e,3--e,4-ee,2 
relsg (I,, I,) = (9, 10, 11) = + , relsg (I,. IJ) = (7, 8, 9. 10, 11) = + , 
relsg (II, I,) = (432) = + , relsg (I,, I,) = (9, 10, 11) = + , 
relsg (Id, I,) = (7, 8, 9, 10, 11) = + , relsg (I,, I,) = (7, 6. 5,4, 3, 2) = - . 
relsg (I,, IS) = (9. 10, 11) = + , relsg (I,, Ig) = (6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 11) = - . 
So. the contribution from I and its permutations are 
SgI, + SgI, + SgI, + SgI, + SgI, + SgI, - SgI, + SgI, + SgI, 
= f5Sg(I,)e,2. 
Before launching into the computations involving II, III, IV we shall make 
some remarks in order to simplify the calculation in these cases. 
Expanding e,, S,* e3JeJz from the left, we get that 
e2,ST-e3,e4, = f e21el,S,*e,4e,2 * e21e12S,*e3,e42 f e2,e13S$e34e42 
= f e21el,e,2W34e42 f e21el,e13Ve34e42 
f e2,e,2e,,S~e3,e,2 f e21e13S~e3,e,2 
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=fe e e e S*e e fe,,e,,e,,S~e,,e,, 21 II I2 24 6 34 42 
f e21e12e24S7e34e42 f e2,e13S,*e3,e4, 
= f e 21 II I2 24 6 34 42 e e e S e e f e2,e,,e,,S,*e34e42 
f e2,e,2e24S7e34e42 * e2,e,3S$e3,e,2. 
The last equality holds since ?I, = ezJ, 
Observe that S, = *S, (e13. e,,, e,, , e,, . e,,. eda), so S, is evaluate on 
M,(F) omitting the second row and column. namely, on 
M4(F)\le2,. ez2, e23. e,,, eL2, e3?,e42 = I ICI M,(F), 
consequently S, vanishes in this evaluation. Likewise S, = fS,{e,, . e,3r e,,, 
e,,, eJ,, e4), e,,) = 0. So the first and third terms in the previous expansion 
vanish and we are left with fe,,e,,e,, STe35e42 f e2,e,,Sce,,e,z to which 
only permutations of I contribute. So, for e,, S,* e3,eJ1 we need only to 
consider permutations of I. Now we do a similar argument with respect to 
e21Ss*e34e44e42. 
fe21Ss*e34e44e42 = * e21e,,S~e34e44e4z * e2,e,2S~e34e44e42 
* e21e,3W34e44e42 
= f e21elle,2S~e34e4,e42 * e2,w,3W34e44e42 
* e21e12e24S6e34e44e42 f e21e13S,*e34e44e42 
= f e2,e,,e,2SCe34e44e42 
+ terms occurring in the permutations of I. 
The last equality holds since S, = 0. and again the elements on which it is 
evaluated omit the second row and column. 
Observe now that e2,e,,e,zS,*e,,e,,e,z involves II, III, IV, but we don’t 
need to do permutations on e,, , ed4. To sum up, the contributions to 
e21S&e42 are either coming from I and its permutations on e,, , e,, or from 
II. III. IV with no permutations on e,, . e,, . We check now the contributions 
due to II, III, and IV. 
relsg(I1, III) = (59678) = + , relsg (II, IV) = (5768) = - . 
Now comparing I, = I and II 
I,: e21-ell-e13-e31-e12-ez1-eJL-e14-e33-e3J-~44-~42 
11 : e2,-e,,-e,2-e24-e43-e3,-e,4-e4,-e,3-e34-e,,-e42 
relsg (I,, II) = (395)(46)(78) = + . 
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Consequently the total contribution of ez,S&eJz to e12 is 
i(5 sg(1,) + sg(II)) e12 = f6 sg(1,) ezz. 
We need to now consider the contribution of ez, S&e,? to the coeffkient of 
ez2. 
We expand ez,S$,elz using (2.1). hence 
ez, S&e,, = fe,,e,,S$e,z * ez,e,,S%e,2. 
The possible diagrams are as follows: 
e31 -e,, =x2 
I/ 
i 
e4, -e,, =x, 
. .j.’ 
\ 
~,l--e,l--e,,--e,3--31--e,~ 
and all possible permutations on e,,. e,,. One therefore gets that only the 
last two branches are relevant: 
V: ez,-e,,-e,,-e3,-e,z-ez,-e~~-e3,-e,,-ee,,-el,-e,, 
‘\ 
VI: e~l-eIj-ell-e~3-e31-el~. 
The possible variations due to permutations on e,, , e,, are as follows: 
V,: e~,-ee,,-e,,-e3,-ee,z-ee,,-ee,,-e3,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,,-e,z 
VI: e,,-e,,~e,,-e3,-ee,~-eez~--e,,-ee,3-e3,-ee,,-ee,,-e,, 
V,: ~~,-e,,-~,3-e3l-el~-e,2-e21-e,,-e,,-e,,-~,,-~,,-~,~ 
V,: ~~I--,3--3l--e,z-~~,--e,3--3l--e,l--e,,--e,,--,,--e,~ 
V,: e?,-e,3-e3J-e,?-e:5-e,,-e,,-el3-e3,-e,~-el,-e,,-e,~ 
V,: ez,-e,3-e3,-ee,,-ee,z-ezJ-ee,3-ee,,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,,-e,2 
V,: ez,-e,3-e3j-e,z-ez~-eJ3-e3,-e,,-e,,-e,j-e,,-e,~ 
V,: ~~,-ee,,-e3,-ee,~-eez~-ee,l--e,3-e3,-ee,,--e,,-ee,,-ee,~ 
V,: ez,-ee,,-e3,-ee,,-ee,z-ezl-e,,-ee,,-ee,,-e,,-ee,,-e,z. 
We have relsg (V,, V,) = (11. 10, 9. 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2) = (-) = 
relsg (Vz, V,) = relsg (V,. V,) = -, so the only contribution from V are from 
v,, v,, v,. Now relsg (V,, V,) = (6, 7. 8, 9, 10) = +. relsg (V,, V,) = 
(4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10) = +. Thus V contributes 3 sg(V,). 
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Now we argue on VI: 
VI,: e2,-e,,-e,,-e3J-e,2-e2j-eJl-e~,-e,~-e~~-e~s-e~l-el2 
VI,: e2,-e,,-e,,-e~~-e,2-e2~-e,,-e,,-e~l-~,~-~~~-~~l-~l~ 
VI,: e2,-ee,,-e,,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,2--2~-e~I--,~--e,~--e!l-ee,~ 
VI,: e2,-e,l-e34-e52-e2j-ejl-elJ-e,~-e,~-e~~-e~l-ell-el~ 
VI,: e2,-e,,-ee,,-ee,2-e2~-ee,,-ee,,-e,,--e,,--e,l-~e,l-ee,~ 
VI,: e2,-e,3-e,j-eJJ-e52-e2J-eJl-e~,-e,~-e~~-e~l-ell-el~ 
VI,: ez,-e,,-e31-e,z-ezJ-ej,-e,,-e,,-ee,,-ee,~-~~l-~,l 
VI,: e~,-ee,,-ee,,-ee,~-eez~-ee,,-ee,,-e,,--e,,--e,~-~e,l-~,~ 
VI,: e2,-e,3-e,J-e,J-ej~-e~~-e~,-e,,-~,,-e,~-c~i-c,~ 
where relsg (VI,, VI,) = relsg (VI,, VI,) = relsg (VI,, VI,) = (11, 10, 9. 8, 7, 
6, 5,4, 3, 2) = - . So, the contributions to VI are from VI,, VI,. VI,. Now, 
relsg (VI,, VI,) = (6 7 8 9) = - , relsg (VI,, VI,) = (4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) = - . So 
VI contributes sg(V1,) - 2 sg(V1,) = -sg(VI,). Also, relsg (V,, VI,) = 
(6, lo5 9, 8, 7, 11) = - . Thus, V and VI contribute 3 sg(V,) + sg(V,) = 
4 sg(V,), which amounts to the contribution due to fe2,ST0e,2. To get the 
total contribution we need to compare it to the contribution of the terms in 
fez,S&e,z which is 6 sg(1,). 
We compare I, and V,: 
I,: e2,-e,,-e,~-e.l,-e,z-e2~-e~I-e,~-e~.l-e~~-e~~-e~~ 
V,: e2,-e,,--e,,--e,,--2,--e,,--e,,--e,,--e,,--e,,--e,l--e,2 
hence relsg(1,. V,) = (2, 8, 9. 6, 5. 12, 4, 7. 11, 10, 3) = +. Thus the total 
contribution is (6 sf(1,) + 4 sg(I,)) ez2 = 10 sg(1,) e??. Thus 
Sf2 # 0 on M,(F) provided char F f 2. 5. (2.6) 
Consequently, as we argued from (2.3) to (2.4), we obtain 
.S& # 0 on Afne2(F) provided n > 6 and char F + 2,5. (2.7) 
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